Abstract-An intelligent robot agent based on domain ontology, machine learning mechanism, and Fuzzy Markup Language (FML) for students and robot co-learning is presented in this paper. The machine-human co-learning model is established to help various students learn the mathematical concepts based on their learning ability and performance. Meanwhile, the robot acts as a teacher's assistant to co-learn with children in the class. The FML-based knowledge base and rule base are embedded in the robot so that the teachers can get feedback from the robot on whether students make progress or not. Next, we inferred students' learning performance based on learning content's difficulty and students' ability, concentration level, as well as teamwork sprit in the class. Experimental results show that learning with the robot is helpful for disadvantaged and below-basic children. Moreover, the accuracy of the intelligent FML-based agent for student learning is increased after machine learning mechanism.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ontology model can provide knowledge representation and reasoning capabilities for machines to solve a task as well as to allow semantic interoperability between systems or agents [1] . Owning to the rapid advance in artificial intelligence (AI), Sophia, a social humanoid robot, came to the world in 2015. She was programmed to give pre-written responses to specific questions and also became the first ever to be granted a full Saudi Arabian citizenship in 2017 [2] . Additionally, Liu et al. [3] proposed a fuzzy ontology representation model to express common fuzzy knowledge. Meditskos and Kompatsiaris [4] presented iKnow to capitalize on the use of OWL ontological knowledge to capture domain relationships between low-level observations and high-level activities. Lee et al. used the ontology to represent the knowledge of patent technology requirement evaluation and recommendation [5] as well as proposed a type-2 fuzzy ontology for personal diabetic-diet recommendation [6] .
Fuzzy Markup Language (FML) is a specific purpose markup language based on XML to describe the structure and behavior of a fuzzy system independently of the hardware architecture [13] [14] . Since May 2016, FML has become one of the IEEE standards [15] [16] and has been applied to a lot of researches like game of Go [11, 17] , diet assessment [14, 18, 22] , and so on. Nowadays, human and machine co-learning is an important topic for current societies. One way to provide a robot with such learning capability is to use machine learning [8] . Learning explores and understands the learning process of humans, and machine learning studies how algorithms learn from data [9] . Jain et al. [10] proposed an artificial-based student learning evaluation tool to test with students from undergraduate courses. There exists some FML-based real-world applications to persons' learning. For example, Lee et al. proposed a FMLbased intelligent adaptive assessment platform for learning materials recommendation [20] , and an online self-learning platform construction based on genetic FML (GFML) and item response theory (IRT) agent [21] . They also proposed a FMLbased dynamic assessment agent for human-machine cooperative system on game of Go [11] . By combining particle swarm optimization (PSO) with FML, called PFML, Lee et al. applied to human and machine co-learning on game of Go [12] and student learning performance evaluation [19] . Advancement in technology is bringing robots into interpersonal aspects of student's learning [7] ; therefore, including the robot into the class to co-learn with humans has been a trend for recent years. This paper brings the robots Palro, developed by FUJISOFT Japan and Zenbo, developed by ASUS, Taiwan, into an elementary school to co-learn mathematics with four-grade children. The objective of this paper is to represent the knowledge of the robot for student and robot co-learning. We first construct the student learning performance ontology for the robot agent to predict their learning performance. Then, we construct the student and robot co-learning ontology to recommend students for suitable learning contents. After that, we use FML to describe the knowledge base and rule base for the constructed ontologies. Finally, we apply the developed robot agent to the four-grade students for learning mathematical concepts of number line and groups of numbers. We also use machine learning techniques to optimize the involved student learning performance using GFML [17] [18] and PFML [19] . The experiments show that the proposed ontology-based fuzzy markup language agent is feasible for student and robot colearning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the ontology model for student and robot colearning. Section III describes the fuzzy markup language agent, including the proposed system structure as well as knowledge base, rule base, and optimization model for the proposed student and robot co-learning. The experimental results are shown in Section IV and conclusions are given in Section V.
II. ONTOLOGY MODEL FOR STUDENT AND ROBOT CO-LEARNING

A. Student Learning Performance Ontology for Robot Agent
The structure of student learning performance ontology based on Fuzzy Markup Language (FML) for robot agent reasoning is shown in Fig.1 Fig. 3 shows student and robot co-learning ontology. The developed robot agent predicts the involved students' learning performance in the class according to the constructed student learning performance ontology shown in Fig. 2 . Next, according to the feedback of the students' learning performance and students' ability, the robot agent provides students with suitable learning contents for their next study. Fig. 3 ... ... ... ... ... ... 
C. Student and Robot Co-Learning Ontology
III. FML-BASED INTELLIGENT AGENTS FOR STUDENT AND ROBOT CO-LEARNING
A. System Structure for Student and Robot Co-Learning
We propose the FML-based intelligent agents, including an ontology agent, a teaching assistant agent, a co-learning learning, an assessment agent, and a recommendation agent, for student and robot co-learning in this section. Fig. 4 shows the structure of FML-based intelligent robot agents for student learning performance assessment and learning content recommendation. The publisher finds domain experts to write the textbook for teacher's teaching and student's learning after the government, for example, Ministry of Education, defines the learning outline for different grades of students. The ontology agent constructs the domain ontology based on the textbook for the teaching assistant agent. In addition, the colearning agent helps teacher teach students in the class and the assessment agent classifies the student learning performance into five categories, including FallBehind, Insufficient, Basic, Good, and Excellent. Finally, the recommendation agent helps teachers and students choose suitable learning contents for their further study and learning. 
B. Knowledge Base for Human and Robot Co-Learning
In this paper, we propose a FML Robot Agent for Student Learning Performance Prediction, the knowledge base for FML input variables are defined as follows: (1 
C. Rule Base for Human and Robot Co-Learning
The FML robot agent first predicts students' learning performance based on the knowledge base, and then provides suitable learning contents to students for next study according to the students' learning performance. In 2017, we developed the mathematical learning contents using PHP and Java languages to construct the learning-content server which allows students to surf on it to learn in the class. Table I shows partial fuzzy rules  and Table II shows partial knowledge base and rule base of FML that predicts students' learning performance. 
D. Machine Learning for knowledge base optimalization
This subsection describes the machine learning methods, including GFML [17, 18, 22] and PFML [19] to optimize the knowledge base of Fuzzy Markup Language. The former is to combine genetic algorithm with FML and the latter is to combine PSO with FML. Fig. 7 shows the FML-based intelligent agents with a machine learning mechanism for students learning. For GFML, three types of genes are defined, including knowledge-based genes (composed of the FML variables' names and the objects with the linguistic terms of their own fuzzy variables), rule-based genes (a collection of the weight of the fuzzy rules), and fuzzy-hedged genes (linguistic terms' hedge of the fuzzy variables) [22] . In this paper, the encoded chromosome has 266 genes, including the knowledgebased genes (G1 to G5), the rule-based genes (G6 to G261), and the fuzzy-hedged genes (G262 to G266). For PFML, the total number of parameters for each particle is 84 in this paper. The parameters of four FML input variables and one FML output variable represent the position of the particle in 5-dimensional space where are optimized by adjusting the moving velocity in order to reach convergence. The domain of the particle in each dimension is bounded in [domain left, domain right] of the FML variable [19] . In this paper, the domains of from the first to the fifth dimension are 
IV. EXPERMENTAL RESULTS
There are three parts in the experimental results: (1) Parts 1 and 2 are to test the behavior for FML-based intelligent agent, including an assessment agent and a recommendation agent for student learning performance assessment and learning content recommendation, respectively. (2) Part 3 is to deploy the FMLbased intelligent agent with different robots, Palro and Zenbo, to an elementary school for four-grade students that co-learned with the robots about mathematical concepts of number line and types of numbers in Nov. and Dec. 2017, respectively.
A. Part 1: Student Learning Performance Assessment
In Part 1 of the experiments, we propose a FML robot agent for student learning performance assessment. The knowledge base for FML input variables are defined as follows: (1 We first simulate 400 records and then use K-fold cross validation method to evaluate the performance. The fitness function is mean square error (MSE). In this paper, K = 5 which means that 80% of data for training and 20% for testing. Figs.  8 and 9 show the learned fuzzy sets for fuzzy variables SA, LCD, SCL, STS, and SLP, by applying GA (crossover rate / mutation rate = 0.9 / 0.1) and PSO with 84 particles learning mechanisms to learn 1000 and 3000 generations, respectively. Fig. 10 shows that learning 3000 generations performs better than the others for both GA and PSO. Additionally, the proposed PSO learning method has a better performance than GA learning. 
B. Part 2: Learning Content Recommendation
The purpose of Part 2 of the experiments is to recommend learning contents for next students' learning by feeding the learned knowledge from Part 1 into the robot. We categorize the learning contents into four levels, including elementary, The range of RLCR is between -4 and +4 and it is the same as student's ability [20] . Table III shows partial knowledge base and rule base of learning content recommendation which is constructed according to the learned knowledge of PSO learning mechanism. The total number of fuzzy rules is 20 listed in Table  IV . Table V lists partial input data that recommend the learning content rank and column RLCRDO is the desired output (DO). Columns RLCRBLKB and RLCRALKB show partial inferred results when we extracted the parameters of input fuzzy variables SA and SLP from the before-learning and afterlearning knowledge of PSO learning mechanism, respectively. Table V indicates that the robot agent with the learned knowledge recommends more suitable learning contents owing to an increase in accuracy from 78.75% to 87%. 
C. Part 3: FML-based Intelligent Agent for Student Learning
In Part 3 of the experiments, we deployed two different robots, Palro and Zenbo, with the proposed FML-based intelligent agent to an elementary school for students and robot co-learning. The involved fourth-grade elementary students were divided into two groups. Each group contains four students with different levels of ability. The purpose of group learning is to hope that students can learn together with the robots by teamwork and that students with stronger learning ability can guide weaker students along with the robot's assistance. Fig 11 shows First deploy is to learn the concepts of the number line on Nov. 25, 2017 through play. The total number of the items is 22. The bigger the item number, the harder the item. The students input their response data to shoot the target of the number line shown on the screen of Zenbo (Group A) or iPad (Group B). Meanwhile, Palro provided students with some hints when they failed to hit the target but cheered for them when they made it. In addition, Palro will provide different levels of hints according to the number of incorrect answer. The more number of incorrect answer, the more detailed the hints.
Moreover, the students cannot do next item until they correctly answer the current item. Fig. 12 shows the average distance between two points (students' response data and correct answer), on a number line from Item 1 to Item 22. If the average distance is small, then the students' learning performance is good. We observe that Group B co-learns better with the robots than Group A. The second study was about learning the concept of groups of numbers on Dec. 23, 2017 through play. Palro and Zenbo also play the similar role to the first study on Nov. 25, 2017. We used three monsters, including MonsterA, MonsterB, and MonsterC, to represent the scores 8, 12, and -4, respectively. The involved students hit the exact number of monsters to complete their mission. For example, if their mission is to get score 56 by hitting three kinds of monsters, they can hit three MonsterAs, one MonsterB, and one MonsterC to get score 3×8 + 3×12 -1 × 4 = 56. Their challenged difficulty is divided into three levels, including Easy, Average, and Hard. Each challenge has different numbers of missions. However, there is an upper bound of the number of making a response to each mission. Table VI shows the obtained score for each level. The score is calculated according to how many times students make a response to the mission and whether they successfully complete the mission or not in the end. The total score is bounded in [0, 29] . Fig. 13 shows the number of making a response of each mission for Groups A and B on Dec. 23, 2017. The first mission of each challenge is to test if students fully understand their mission for the current challenge. Observe Fig. 13 that understanding their mission of the Average and Hard challenges is the most difficult one for both Groups A and B when we compare to the other missions. The symbol "×" of Fig.  13 denotes that the involved students failed this mission in the end. The total acquired score of Groups A and B is 23 and 22, respectively, which means that two-group students perform equally and grouping learning with the robot is feasible for the involved students. 
V. CONCULSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an FML-based intelligent agent for students and robot co-learning. The student learning performance ontology and the student with robot co-learning ontology are proposed for the intelligent agent. In addition, the machine learning mechanism, including GA and PSO, are also adopted for the knowledge base refinement. The machinehuman co-learning model is established to help various students learn the mathematical concepts based on their learning ability and performance. Experimental results show that learning with the robot is helpful for the involved students. In the future, the intelligent agent with different robots will be deployed in various learning environments to help more students' learning.
